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issues, and the impact of Christianity on
science. The seminar also included a trip
to the Page Museum to see the famous
fossils of the Rancho la Brea tar pits, and
a field trip to see the San Andreas Fault,
Mormon Rocks, and the Rainbow Basin
near Barstow.

UPCOMING EVENT:
2009 Field School for
Teachers
A field school for teachers is
scheduled for July 12-23 in Denver,
Colorado. More information is available at: http://www.grisda.info/main/
field_trips/teachers_2009.html

A highlight of the Gloria Patri conference was
the dedication of graduate students to the glory
of God. Dr. Humberto Rasi (far right), past
director of education for the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, led out in the ceremony.

CHRISTIANITY AND
SCIENCE IN BIBLICAL
PERSPECTIVE
Garden of the Gods, one of the sites to be
visited by the 2009 Field School for
Teachers. Photo by Ronny Nalin.

“GLORIA PATRI”
CONFERENCE
From June 26-29, 2008, three GRI
scientists, Ben Clausen, Tim Standish
and Jim Gibson participated in a conference in England celebrating God the
Creator. The Conference, named Gloria
Patri, was jointly sponsored by the
British Union of Seventh-day Adventists,
the South England Conference of SDAs,
Andrews University, the Faith and
Science Council, and the Geoscience
Research Institute. The Wyboston Lakes
Conference Center was the venue for the
conference, which featured speakers
from several European countries, as well
as from Africa and North America.
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A seminar on the integration of faith
and science was held July 13-24, 2008
at the Geoscience headquarters in the
Ortner Building, in Loma Linda, California. This was the 38th seminar on the
integration of faith and learning, and the
second devoted specifically to integrating faith and science.
The seminar on integrating faith and
science involved 25 participants from
fourteen countries, in addition to plenary
lectures from eleven scholars. Lectures
addressed topics as diverse as worldviews and epistemology, biblical interpretation, geological and biological

SEMINAR AT SPICER
MEMORIAL COLLEGE
Some three hundred students and
faculty members attended a seminar on
Christianity and science at Spicer
Memorial College in Pune, India, from
September 17-20, 2008. The Seminar
was jointly sponsored by the college and

Participants of the creation seminar at Spicer
Memorial College.

the Geoscience Research Institute. Drs.
Clausen, Standish and Gibson participated from GRI, along with Dr. Susan
Thomas and Dr. Roy Jemison Injety from
Spicer.

GRI WEBSITE

Participants and lecturers at the 38th Seminar
on the Integration of Faith and Science.

More than 100 articles on
Genesis written by theologians are
listed on the GRI website. These
articles are useful reading for classes
in science and faith. The list is found
at www.grisda.org/resources/
GRI_ref-sda-theo.htm
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Another Function for
Pseudogenes

Ediacaran Explosion?

Tam, O.H., A.A. Aravin, P. Stein, and
eight other authors. 2008. Pseudogenederived small interfering RNAs regulate
gene expression in mouse oocytes.
Nature 453:534-538.
See also Sasidharan, R. and M. Gerstein.
2008. Protein fossils live on as RNA.
Nature 453:729-731, and related papers.

Diorama of Ediacaran fauna. Smithsonian
Institute, Museum of Natural History.

Bing Shen, Lin Dong, Shuhai Xiao,
M. Kowalewski. 2008. The Avalon Explosion: Evolution of Ediacara Morphospace. Science 319:81-84.
Summary. Macroscopic fossils,
known as the Ediacaran fauna, appear
in the Upper Precambrian, where they
have been found on most continents,
including at least 13 localities. Ediacaran
fossils have been grouped into three
assemblages: Avalon (20 genera), White
Sea (77 genera) and Nama (15 genera).
The Avalon assemblage is stratigraphically the lowest. Despite its relatively
low generic diversity, the members of the
Avalon assemblage have a high morphological disparity, effectively occupying
the full range of morphospace represented in the entire Ediacaran fauna. The
simultaneous appearance in the fossil
record of the full range of Ediacaran
morphological disparity is compared
with the Cambrian Explosion, in which
metazoan morphological disparity
appears abruptly in the Lower Cambrian
layers.
Comment. Precambrian fossils are
largely single-celled algae and bacteria,
but also include a number of macroscopic forms of uncertain affinity known
as the Ediacaran fauna. The Ediacaran
fauna is named for the Ediacara Hills of
Australia, where these fossils were first
discovered. Discovery that the morphological disparity of the Ediacaran fauna
appears abruptly in a fashion similar to
the Cambrian Explosion increases the
mystery of what kind of process could
produce such a pattern.

Summary. A subset of processed
pseudogenes has been found to play a
role in regulating gene expression. The
anti-sense mRNA transcripts of a
pseudogene may combine with the sense
transcripts of a homologous proteincoding gene, forming a double-stranded
RNA that is cleaved by a slicer protein

Studies of pseudogenes in the mouse have
revealed a role in gene regulation.

to form what are known as small
interfering (si) RNAs. These siRNAs
repress gene activity. It is uncertain
whether this is accomplished by facilitating cleavage of the RNA by slicer
protein, or simply by binding the mRNA.
A similar process involving transcripts
of transposons is believed to repress
transposon activity in germ-line cells,
thus reducing the rate of mutation.
Comment. Pseudogenes are abundant
in mammalian cells. They have been interpreted as evolutionary relicts, but their
abundance is difficult to explain in the
face of natural selection to eliminate
them. Gradually, functions are being
identified for various classes of pseudogenes. A role in gene regulation has long
been suspected, and now this suspicion
has been confirmed, at least for some
pseudogenes. While creationists expect

to find evidence of degeneration in the
genome, it is not surprising to find that
the amount of DNA that has function
continues to increase with increasing
understanding of how the genome
functions.

Vegetarian Spider?
Millius, S. 2008. Spider eats trees, not
bugs. Science News 174(5):13 (3 August).
Summary. A jumping spider,
Bagheera kiplingi, has been discovered
to eat largely plant material, the first
known example of a largely vegetarian
spider. The spider lives on acacia trees
in Mexico and Central America. The
acacia trees produce small buttons rich
in protein and fat, which are eaten by
ants. The ants attack potential competitors, but the spiders avoid them by
inhabiting older leaves which the ants
do not prefer. Occasionally, the spiders
capture and eat an ant larva, but their diet
appears to be more than 95% vegetarian.
Most spiders are entirely predaceous,
although male crab spiders are known
to occasionally drink nectar from
flowers, and some baby spiders eat
spores caught in their webs.
Comment. Spiders are a large and
diverse group of predators, and have
been used to argue that predation must
have been present from the creation.
Alternatively, it may be that spiders have
undergone major morphological changes,
or major behavioral changes. The
example here suggests that behavioral
changes are important, but does not rule
out the possibility that major morphological changes have also occurred.

Jumping spiders typically capture their prey
by pouncing on them rather than trapping them
in webs. Photo from Wikipedia.

